Development of handover concept in ICU/ICCU
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Abstract

Handover is professional responsibility diversion and accountability for some or all aspect of patients care or group of patients that can help to save patient. ICU/ICCU IbnuSinaYarsi Islamic Hospital Bukittinggi only have SPO draft, sohand over process and the factors that influencetstill needed to in depth exploration to found various concepts that underline hand over process. The purpose of this study is to develop patient handover concept. This research used qualitative method with grounded theory approach. This research has found a concept, which is “incompatibility in practice of patient handover effectively”. From this study, hospital through nursing department should increase quality of nursing care especially patient safety related increase effectively communication through patient hand over activities and revise SPO draft based on the standards that should be applied in ICU and to authorized SPO of patient handover and socialized to the nurse.
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Introduction

Nursing Management is the implementation of nursing through staff nursing to give the care of nursing to patients. Management containing three the basic principles which characterize its main the efficiency in resource utilization, effective in choosing alternative activities to reach a goal organization, and rational in decision making managerial. The application of nursing management need the role of everyone involved in it for addressing the position through their management.1

The Function of management will lead nurse in achieving goals to the direction. According to Freeman & Gilbert2 in Schlosser3 there are several a key element in function nursing management of them that is planning, organizing, actuating (coordinating & directing), staffing, leading, reporting, controlling and budgeting. Communication is part of the strategy coordinating (coordination which is valid in regulating services nursing. According to swansburg4 communication in professional nursing practice is a main element for nurse in implementing the care of nursing in a achieve optimum result so that the role of communication very important in the implementation of the nursing management. One of communication done nurses routine Nursing hand over accept the patients when exchange shift of nursing who was one of six goals of patient safety.

Effective communication, a timely, accurate, complete, clear, and acknowledged by resipen / of recipients will be reducing the errors, and produces increased patient safety. Alvarardo et al.5 say the standard effective communication that is integrated with patient safety in Nursing hand over received patient and socialized thoroughly in nurses the executor of a will increase the effectiveness of and coordination. The effectiveness of can be increased by communicating important information raising continuity services for support patient safety.

Nursing hand over receives is Deep nurse communication Carry out nursing care In the patient. Rushiton6 Say Nursing hand over the patient Designed as one method Relevant communication to the team Nurse every turn of shift, as Practice guide to provide information About the patients current condition, goals Treatment, treatment plan as well Determine service priorities.7-10 While Friesen Mention Nursing hand over received is Transfer of information (including Responsibility and accountability) During the transfer of care Sustainable opportunities About questions, clarifications and Confirmation of the patient. Nursing hand over will run smoothly if the nurses can do effective communicate.11-13

Preliminary study results at RSI Ibnu Sina Yarsi Bukittinggi during activity Residency, it was found that SOP of Nursing hand over the received is still in form draft SOP and apply in all of wards include ICU/ICCU. Besides the results of the interview with a nurse who responsible to nursing documentation saying draft of Nursing hand overs SOP in less Effective if applied in ICU/ICCU room, due to intensive space requires special attention including effective communication used when nursing hand over received.16-25

Based on the phenomena that has been explained and research that has been discussed earlier, can be inferred that the Nursing hand over-received activity is Effective must have reference for nurses to applying it so in the future this research develop the concept of nursing hand over Receive the patient in the inpatient room ICU/ICCU by using Grounded theory approach.26-30

Research methodology

This study uses qualitative approach with Grounded theory method, by scientific approach on the meaning of ones experience which results in theory. The aim the use of grounded theory is to understand natural humans behavior by generalizing Theories about social phenomena and psychology. Important concept of research with approach grounded theory is no research starting from a theory however Based on data obtained when Research then the data formed into theory, then theory which have been obtained are connected with the discovery of data from previous research.31-42

Research result

The results of the data analysis process have been find the main concept of theory Grounded this is the “Application of Nursing hand over Accept patient is not up to standard”. Which is supported by
several themes The main being the main factor Affect the concept of Nursing hand over received In the ICU/ICCU ward. As for the themes that have been found are as follows: not optimal managerial function of the room related activities nursing hand over the patient, implementation methods of nursing care not effective, deep barriers nursing hand over the patient receives as well risk of patient safety threat.45–57

Discussion

The first theme is not yet optimal the managerial function of the room head related nursing hand over the patient receives. The managerial function of the room head is one of the main factors which underlies the application of nursing hand over accept patient is incompatible with standard. In this study p is because it has not exposure to the head of the room with SOP of patient nursing hand over-in activities, So there is no guideline for head of nursing room in building staff nursing in doing nursing hand over the patient effectively. It is also due the transition process of the device that is on so nursing field makes nursing program plan the new can not be realized.18–62

The managerial function of the room head Very influential against Improvement of service quality Nursing. The room’s head is The novice manager who is A nursing ace Given responsibility and authority In regulating and controlling Nursing care activities at Outpatient room. Head room straight away Dealing with patients, where In performing their duties Using a leadership style In implementing management functions Nursing to produce quality High nursing.2

The second theme is the implementation of the method A nursing care that has not effective. All this based on mail Decision of director of hospital, method Nursing care used Is a team assignment method. However In its implementation, the team method It is still not optimal because Also related to the field program Nursing who plans to be Changing the method of nursing care Which will be used in the ward The ICU/ICCU ward becomes the case method.

Based on the literature review, the method More appropriate nursing care Used for intensive room Is a temporary case method Obtained from the results of this study Is a team method. The number Consideration of nursing field Against the application of the assignment method Such cases are caused Because of the limitations of human resources, nurse skills Which is still limited, as well as commitment The nurse itself is in execution The method is still lacking. Coupled with the lack of Knowledge of nurses related concepts Methods of nursing care.8

More nursing care methods Effective for the patient’s character Treated in very intensive space Support in the application of methods Nursing care, other than that Nurses can provide care Nursing continues and comprehensive. Usually one person Nurses are responsible for One to two patients. Determination of methods of nursing care An inpatient room, on a regular basis Operations will affect The implementation of Nursing hand over the patient receives. In this case the role will be seen Each nurse at the time of the activity Nursing hand over the receipt.9

The method of nursing care that is Used in the implementation Greatly affect the activity Nursing hand over the patient. Method Nursing hand over the patient receives is Part of the Nursing hand over-in activities patient. Some categories are Support received Nursing hand over method The patient is the nurse’s place Do Nursing hand over receives patients and Data delivered by the nurse inside Nursing hand over the patient receipt. Based on the results of the study, nurses In the ICU/ICCU ward Usually Nursing hand over the receipt The first patient once opened by Head room at the bellboy and after that Ka. The team reported all that Associated with the patient in front of the board Action resumed by running Together towards the bed each- Each patient.

Based on literature review Implementation of bedside handover will More effective if applied in space Intensive with consideration Shorten the execution time Nursing hand over received, patient observation can Done directly so Patients are not neglected. other than that Bedside handover is also very Have an impact on improvement Patient safety. For critical patients Or labile, reports on the side of the premises Patient sleep provides an opportunity Nurses to observe patients in a manner Together, solving problems on a regular basis Together, clarify issues, Discuss, and guarantee Continuity of care within Efforts to reduce errors and Improve patient’s safety at the time Nursing hand over receipt activities.

The second category supports The patient’s Nursing hand overing method is Data delivered during the activity Nursing hand over the patient is still diverse And not yet structured. Based on Research results, data submitted Nurse when Nursing hand over the receipt The patient includes the doctor’s advice against Patients and care plans Nursing, actions already and Which will be done by nurse shift next. Every nurse inside Convey it differently and Still not well structured.

In line with the principle of communication Effective above, Nursalam10 Divide the Nursing hand over-in activities Into several stages of the stage Preparation, implementation stage, and Post-Nursing hand over-receive stage. When Preparation stage there are some activities Done, this stage is done at Nurse station. The nurse will Do Nursing hand over receipt is Nurse executor. The next step Is the stage of Nursing hand overing Receive, place settings on stage Implementation there are two places, that is Nurse station and treatment room. The executor of this stage is the head Room, nurse executive. Stage The last Nursing hand over of the receipt is Post-Nursing hand over-receive stage, the place Used is nurse station While executing from this stage Is the head of the room and nurse Executor.

According to Jefferson11 in Do Nursing hand over there accept The development of alternative communication Effective that can be done that is SBAR method with consideration SBAR communication can save Time so that the nurse will The agency may take immediate action Especially against critical patients such as In intensive space.6,12,13

SBAR communication is Communications are carried out in a manner Face to face consisting of 4 Component ie S (Situation): Is a picture that Happened at that time. B (Background): Is something that lay The situation is happening. A (Assessment): is a Assessment of a problem. R (Recommendation): is a Actions where asking for advice To the right action should be Done for the problem.

Furthermore the inner constraint factor Nursing hand over the patient receipt Is a possible cause Making the activities Nursing hand over ineffective patients. This matter Caused by troubleshooting The unfinished can Affect the smoothness of the process Nursing hand over accept activities for example Nurses who were absent during the activity Nursing hand over the receipt, the nurse does Not Concerned with receiving Nursing hand over activities, As well as non-followers.
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Nursing hand over it completely so Can not meet the needs Their patients at the time.

Hughes in Kamil3 Outlining some issues and Obstacles in the implementation of Nursing hand over Accept patient. The main thing is Communication, effective communication Is a technique that must be mastered By every nurse. Ability Communication will be able to influence Delivery and acceptance Optimal for nurses to be on duty. Fatigue can also be an obstacle In patient Nursing hand overing activities. Fatigue is usually caused The high workload of the nurse so No more focus in doing Nursing hand over the patient. For the nurse Beginner, must be supported with More additional information Specific.

Indicator of nursing service Quality can be achieved with Carry out various ways Available one of which is Nursing hand over the patient. Positive impact Which can be taken from execution Nursing hand over the receipt of the patient Is to ensure safety Patient so nurses can Provide maximum service Against the patient.

The application of Nursing hand over received patients is not According to the standard is the core of Findings of this study that can Risk to safety threats patient. Nursing hand over the patient Is one of six The patient’s safety goals are Implementation of effective communication.

The results of this study are also in accordance with Research conducted by Arora & Johnson7 that the procedure Nursing hand over in effectively it can Improve sustainability, quality As well as safety in giving Service to the patient. Research Related also done by Adams & Osborne44 on the Central Coast California District Hospital Stated that the current communication Nursing hand over the receipts between nurses Is very important So it can anticipate danger Patient safety at the hospital.

Alvarado et al.1 says The existence of effective communication standards Integrated with patient safety In receipt of patient and Socialized as a whole On the implementing nurse will Improve effectiveness and Coordination in communicating So important information Improve sustainability Service in support Patient safety.53

Ineffective communication can Threatening patient’s safety at hospital. Alvarado et al.3 Said inaccurate information Can cause that impact Serious in patients, almost 70% Sentinel event is the incident Resulting in death or injury The serious in the hospital caused Because of poor communication. Reese15 states that communication Is an important part in Implementation of service, communication Which support no safety Regardless of standards and procedures Communication used and aspects Informed safety. The results of data review on the existence Unexpected events, events Almost injured as well as the incident Resulting in disability and death The main cause is Inaccurate communication moment Nursing hand over the patient.

Gaps in communication when Handover or intermediate patient intermediate Units of service, and within and Between service teams, can Resulting in disconnection Service continuity, treatment Which is not appropriate, and potential can be Resulting in injury to the patient. Recommendations intended for Improve patient handover pattern Including the use of protocols for Communicating that information Critical, providing opportunity For practitioners to ask and Ask questions At the time of patient handover.

**Summary**

Development of Nursing hand over-received concept Patients in ICU/ICCU inpaient wards RSI Ibnu Yarsi Bukittinggi has Produce a core theme ie The application of Nursing hand overing received patients is not according to the standard. Factor-fakor Which affects discrepancies It is not yet optimal The managerial function of the room head Related Nursing hand over the patient receives, Implementation of care methods Ineffective nursing, Obstacles in the implementation of Nursing hand over Accept patient. Core themes are The resulting can have an impact Against the risk of safety threats patient.

**Suggestion**

Expected to further improve Program related strategic plan. The implementation of patient Nursing hand over receipt, Analyze the power needs Nursing in applying Methods of nursing care in space Especially intensive room, 46Improving related socialization The implementation of the Nursing hand over receipt Effective as well as up to date with The latest information regarding the implementation Nursing hand over the patient in the room ICU/ICU. Expected educational institutions Nursing can develop Curriculum related abilities Managerial nursing who can Assist students in Improve good competence In applying manjerial roles Real nursing. This research can proceed with Explore more in the role Deep nursing manager Support the implementation of activities Nursing hand over the patient.
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